In this paper we investigate generalizations of Kahn's principle to nondeterministic dataflow networks. Specifically, we show that for the class of "oraclizable" networks a semantic model in which networks are represented by certain sets of continuous functions is fully abstract and has the fixed-point property. We go on to show that the oraclizable networks are the largest class representable by this model, and are a proper superclass of the networks implementable with the infinily fair merge primitive. Finally, we use this characterization to show that infinity fair merge networks and oraclizable networks are proper subclasses of the networks with Egli-Milner monotone inputoutput relations.
Introduction
Dataflow networks are an important model for asynchronous parallel computation, in which concurrently executing processes communicate by sending streams of tokens along FIFO channels. The well known Kahn's principle [Kah77] gives a semantic model for determinate dataflow networks in which the networks are represented by continuous stream valued functions. This model has the two desirable properties that it is fully abstract and that the denotation of a composite network can be computed from the denotations of its components viaa fixed-point construction.
In this paper we investigate generalizations of Kahn's principle to nondeterministic dataflow networks.
Recently, there has been much work on the problem of finding semantic models generalizing Kahn's to various kinds of indeterminate dataflow networks. The most common examples of indeterminate networks are those containing the various merge primitives, e.g. fair merge, angelic merge, infinity-fair merge, and unfair merge. Recent work of Panangaden, Stark, and others [MPS88, StaBS, PS88, PS87] has shown that these primitives have provably inequivalent expressive power. In particular, they have shown that these primitives form a hierarchy of expressibility, with fair merge at the highest level.
Many semantic models for indeterminate networks have been developed [Pan85, BA81, KP85, Bro83, Pra86, Par82] , and only recently have fully abstract models emerged [PS89, Jon89, JK88, Kok88, Rus89] . However, these fully abstract models are based on traces or similar formalisms, and do not have a fixed-point theory. Keller and Panangaden [KPSG, Pan851 and Broy [Bro83] have both developed models for the full range of nondeterminism that employ fixed-point constructions, but they are cumbersome and not fully abstract. Misra [Mis89] has described a nice equational system for reasoning about nondeterministic networks in which network meanings are 'smooth' solutions to recursive equations, but he does not consider full abstraction, nor provide fixedpoint techniques for computing the smooth solutions. Abramsky [Abr89] has developed a general categorical theory for Kahn-type models for indeterminate dataflow networks.
The approach we take in this paper is to look at a restricted class of nondeterministic dataflow networks, develop a model for this class that is both fully abstract and has a fixed-point theory, and to characterize the representation and expressiveness of this class. The class we consider is that of oraclizable networks. We show that for this class a semantics based on sets of continuous functions is fully abstract and has a simple and general fixed-point principle. We also show that this class is universal for the sets of functions representation, i.e. that it is the largest class describable by sets of functions.
We relate the oraclizable networks to the hierarchy of nondeterministic primitives by noting that they properIy contain all networks implementable with infinity-fair merge. One characteristic that separates infinity-fair merge networks from networks at higher levels of the hierarchy is that the input-output relax tions of the infinity-fair merge networks are monotone in the Egli-Mimer ordering, while this is not necessarily the case for networks at higher levels. It has been conjectured that infinity-fair merge is universa1 for Egli-Milner monotone relations, i.e. that any Egll-Mimer monotone relation is the input-output relation of some network implementable with infinityfair merge. Using the above characterization and semantics we are able to show that this conjecture is false.
Dataflow Networks

Background and Definitions
In this section we briefly review the definitions and terminology of dataflow networks. Since the main point of this paper is to investigate relations between semantic models and observable properties of networks, we only give an informal presentation of the main concepts. See, for example, [Sta89,PS88, Sta87,JK88,Jon89,PS89] for the formal development on which this is based. The fundamental unit of a network is an inputoutput port automaton.
These automata communicate with each other and the outside world by sending and receiving data values on "ports". Each port is either an input or an output port for the automaton, and in each step of its execution an automata may poll or read an input port, write to an output port, or change its internal state (do internal computations).
A dataflow network consists of a set of concurrently executing port automata connected together by directed channels. The channels act as perfect, unbounded FIFO queues. Each channel may be connected to at most one input port, and at most one output port. There are three types of channels: input channels, which are not connected to an output port of any automaton, and transmit data into the network from outside; output channels, which are not connected to an input port of any automaton, and transmit data from the network outside; and internal channels, which transmit data between network nodes.
An important feature of dataflow networks is that they can be composed, and larger networks built using smaller networks in place of individual automata. There are two atomic operation of network composition: aggregation and looping. The aggregate of networks M and N, written M[lN, is the network formed by combining them 'side-by-side' with no identification of channels. Given a network M, loop (a, b, M) is the network formed from M by identifying input channel a with output channel b. It is clear that any network can be constructed from these operations.
A computation of a network is a sequence of state transitions of the component automata. We define communication events as transitions of a computation in which data either arrives on an input channel or is sent along an output channel (input events and output events, respectively). A trace of a network is a sequence of communications events on the external channels of a network. Traces are commonly written as sequences of pairs (channel-name, date,value) , and we write I[N] for the set of traces of a network N. We call the sequence of values of the events on the input (or output) channels the input (or output) history of a trace.
Operational Semantics
The 
Kahn% Traces Semantics and
The first major work in the area of dataflow semantics was by Kahn [Kah77] , who gave a simple and elegant semantics for dataflow networks in which all the pr+ cesses are determinate. His semantics describes networks as continuous stream valued functions corresponding to the (functional) input-output relation of the network. This semantics has the desirable prop erties that it is fully abstract, and the denotation of a composite network can be obtained from the denotations of its components as the least fixed point of the equations describing the network. Specifically, a network M with m input channels and n output channels is represented as a function f~ : 5" -P S", where S is the domain of streams. If N is a network with m' inputs and n' outputs, then fMllN = (f,w, frv) : p+m' + S"+"', where (fM, fN) is the function that on input (i,i') E Sm+m' (with i E Sm, i' E Sm') produces output (fM(i), fN(i')) E Wn'. Similarly, floop(wf) = fix(a, b, fM), where g = fix (a, b, f,w) is the function in Sm-' 4 S"-' that computes fixed points of fj+j; g(i) = o means that o is the least output on the components other than b such that there exists a stream 1 with f~(i, I) = (o,l) (where I is actually the ath component of the input and the bth component of the output). The importance of the semantics having this fixed-point property is that it provides us with a simple method for computing the meaning of a looped network as a limit.
Indeterminate dataffow networks are those for which the input-output relation is not functional. Obviously such networks cannot be represented by a function, and a representation by the (nonfunctional) input-output relation fails to be fully abstract [BASl, Rus89] . Th us, the naive generalizations of Kahn's semantics to the indeterminate setting fail, and different models have to be sought out. In this paper we develop such a model for the class of orac clizable nondeterministic networks.
The work in [Jon89, PS89, Rus89] shows that the trace semantics 7I[l is fully abstract, and in the following sections we compare out semantics to 7D rather than directly to the operational semantics. We also employ an alternative shorthand notation for traces which we call checkpoint sequences. We define a checkpoint sequence for a network M as a sequence (io, m), (il, OI), . . .(i, o) where in and on are tuples of finite input and output streams (one for each channel), (in,on) C (in+l,on+l) for all n, and (i, 0) = U(i ,,,on). We regard such a checkpoint sequence as shorthand for a trace t of M consisting of all the input events of io, followed by the output events of ~a, followed by the input events of il -io, followed by the output events of 01 -uo, etc. Furthermore the entire input history oft must be i, and the output history oft must be o. Note that a given checkpoint sequence actually represents a family of traces related by the permutation of adjacent input (or output) events on different channels, since trace sets are closed under such permutations. Unfortunately, this straightforward representation fails to be fully abstract. In the second subsection we modify the model of the first and represent oraclizable network8 by sets of functions that are closed in a certain sense. With this modification, we show that this second semantic8 becomes fully abstract, and preserves the fixed-point property of the first.
4.1
The Direct Semantics Definition 1. A nondeterministic network M is oracliauble if it is operationally equal to a nondeterministic network MO without input channel8 (the "oracle"), connected to some input8 of a determinate network MD.
It is easily seen that the class of oraclizable networks is closed under composition.
Given an oraclizable network M, we can identify it8 oracle part MO with the set of possible output8 of MO. Additionally, we can regard it8 determinate part MD, which we know acts as a function f~, from oracle inputs and external inputs to outputs, as function from oracle input8 to function8 from external input8 to outputs. This view lead8 naturally to our first semantic model. 
Proof: These follow directly from the definitions. 3;u is an attractive semantic model, since the network composition operation8 of aggregation and loop ing correspond to function aggregation and least fixed point applied to each of the functions in the representation, as we desire. Now we compare the semantics rr8] to the fully abstract trace semantics 7fl. 
A F'ully Abstract Variation
Intuitively, Fr[M] fails to be fully abstract because it only includes the functional bPhaviors explicit in M, while there may be other function8 inherent in the behavior of M, though not corresponding to any single oracle value. In order to be fully abstract, the representation must identify network8 differing only by such functions. Using approximations to the fixed point, we are able to construct chains of finites Thus, we have succeeded in finding what we want: A semantic model for the class of oraclizable networks that is fully abstract and that comes equipped with a fixed-point principle, thereby generalizing both aspects of Kahn's principle to this class. In the next section we investigate characterizations of this class in terms of this model and its expressibility.
5 The Universality of Oraclizable Networks
In the previous section we restricted ourselves to the class of oraclizable networks and discovered that the representation by certain sets of functions was fully abstract. In this section we show that the oraclizable networks are universal for this representation; i.e. that the oraclizable networks are the largest class of networks representable by sets of functions. We go on to show that all networks constructible using the infinily-fair merge primitive are oraclizable, and that the infinity-fair merge networks are a proper subclass of the oraclizable networks. Finally, we use these characterizations to show that another tempting conjecture fails to hold. Namely, that although the input-output relations of infinityfair merge networks (and of all oraclizable networks) are monotone in the Egli-Milner ordering, the class of oraclizable networks (which includes infinity-fair merge networks) is a proper subset of the Egli-Milner monotone networks. Proof: This is the serrantics of the previous section.
Lemma 5. Given any set of functions F, there is an oraclizable network M implements F (i.e. 3l(IM] = F)-Proof: Given F, we explicitly construct the network M, with determinate part MO, and oracle part MO.
The idea behind MD is that F can be organized into a countably branching tree indexed by infinite integer sequences. For a stream i we define the no tation [iIn to denote the prefix of i of length at most n; similarly for [f(i)]". G iven functions f, f' E F, we write f Z-n f' iff for all i, MM" = [f'~[~ln)ln. Now we note that there are only countably many equivalence classes of F modulo ~1. Hence we can index them by integers and denote them C'kl. Similarly, for every integer Ll, we index the equivalence classes of Ck, modulo 52 by integers and denote them Ck,k.,. Proceeding in this way, we can define C, for any finite sequence s of integers. For s infinite, C, is the intersection of all C,, with s' a prefix of s, and hence is either empty or contains a single function from F. We will let S be the set of infinite sequences s for which C, is not empty.
Now we define a function P such that given input i and a sequence of integers s, we have It is easy to see that P is continuous, and that for infinite s with C, not empty, P computes the unique function f E F indexed by s. We take MD to be the determinate process that computes P. Finally, we take MO to be an oracle process that produces exactly the streams s E S. Clearly, with this definition of M, M can behave like any and all the functions in F -that is, Tl[M] = F. Note that although MD is defined for infinite streams not in S (and may not compute a function in F on such streams), restricting the oracle MO to the set S assures that the 'extra" functions are not possible behaviors for M. I Theorem 4. The class of all networks constructible with infinity-fair. merge is a proper subclass of the oraclizable networks.
Proof: By the following two lemmas.
Lemma 6. All networks constructible with infinityfair merge and determinate processes are oraclizable.
Proof: Infinity-fair merge is oraclizable, since it is equivalent to an oracle that produces fair bit streams connected to a deterministic merge that uses the oracle input to decide which channel to read next. Since oraclizable networks are closed under composition, the result follows.
Lemma 7. The set of oraclizable networks has strictly greater cardinality than the set of infinity-fair merge networks.
Proof: As we have already noted, infinity-fair merge is equivalent to an oracle that produces all fair bit streams connected to a determinate merge. Hence any infinity-fair merge network can be implemented as this fair oracle connected to some determinate network. Thus, the number of infinity-fair merge networks is bounded by the number of determinate networks, which by Kahn's principle is the same as the number of continuous stream-valued functions. Since the domain of streams is w-algebraic, this is the same cardinality as the powerset of w, P(w).
In general, the oracle part of an oraclizable network may emit any set of streams. Hence there are at least as many oraclizable networks as the powerset of the domain of streams, P(S). Since the domain of streams is as large as P(w), the cardinality of the set of oraclizable networks is at least that of P(P(u)), which is strictly greater than the cardinality of P(w). a Finally, we 'show that the conjecture that the infinity-fair merge networks are exactly those whose input-output relations are Egli-Milner monotone fails to be true. In fact, we show that even the oraclizable networks fail to capture all of the Egli-Milner monotone input-output relations. Recall that given sets A and B, A &j$j B iff Va E A 3 E I3 s.t. a c b & Vb E B 3a E A s.t. a E b.
We say that the input-output relation of a network M is Egli-Milner monotone iff i C i' implies drawn between comparable elements). It is clearly Egli-Mimer monotone, but cannot be represented by any set of functions, since the "diamond" of relations among the inputs does not appear in the output. Since we know that sets of functions are universal for infinity-fair merge networks, no such network can implement this relation. I 6 Future Work
In the above we have considered the characterization and semantics of oraclizable networks in terms of sets of functions. Another possible representation of this class is on by certain functors relating appropriate categorical powerdomains. An approach along these lines may extend the results of this paper to broader classes of nondeterminism.
Another interesting direction is an investigation of the relations among classes of networks constructed using more powerful merge primitives, such as angelic merge or fair merge, and the oraclizable networks, Egli-Milner monotone networks, or networks with weaker monotonicity properties. 
